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Abstract: This study develops and characterizes the distinctive mechanical features of a stainless-steel
metal stent with a tailored structure. A high-precision femtosecond laser was used to micromachine a
stent with re-entrant hexagonal (auxetic) cell geometry. We then characterized its mechanical behavior
under various mechanical loadings using in vitro experiments and through finite element analysis.
The stent properties, such as the higher capability of the stent to bear upon bending, exceptional
advantage at elevated levels of twisting angles, and proper buckling, all ensured a preserved opening
to maintain the blood flow. The outcomes of this preliminary study present a potential design for a
stent with improved physiologically relevant mechanical conditions such as longitudinal contraction,
radial strength, and migration of the stent.

Keywords: stent design; mechanical behavior; mechanical loadings; radial strength; longitudinal
flexibility longitudinal/lateral compressive resistance; bending; twisting

1. Introduction

Diseases, including atherosclerosis, hypertension, diabetes, genetic defects, and aging,
result in alterations in the mechanics of arteries, such as the development of artery blockage,
contraction, twisting, elongation, tortuosity, kinking, and curving. These changes cause
several cardiovascular diseases, such as coronary heart disease and peripheral artery
disease, which reduce the ability of the heart to pump enough blood within the vessels and
arteries, leading to heart failure. Coronary artery disease occurs from plaque build-up on
an artery’s inner surface, which becomes significantly narrowed and blocked in advanced
stages of the disease [1–6]. This process consisting of the hardening of the arteries is
called atherosclerosis. About 17.6 million people in the United States suffer from narrow
heart vessel disease, causing 450,000 deaths each year due to heart attacks caused by fully
obstructed arteries.

Balloon angioplasty followed by the placement of a stent is the most common therapy
used to open these blocked arteries [7–11]. This procedure utilizes a catheter to place a
stent in blood vessels narrowed by plaque build-up. It was first introduced to reduce the
risks of elastic recoiling and restenosis while strengthening the artery wall so it remains
open [12]. The chances of restenosis reduced to 25% in stenting procedures while compared
to angioplasty [13]. Early permanent metal stents were known as first-generation bare-
metal stents. In 1986, the first metal stent was implanted into a human coronary artery.
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These bare metal stent almost eliminated the chances of an artery collapsing, but had
other issues. Subsequently, first-generation drug-eluting, and second- and third-generation
biodegradable polymer-based drug-eluting stents were developed [11,13–22]. Drug-eluting
stents also reduced early and delayed complications with stenting, as well as restenosis
rate by 80% [23]. Bioresorbable vascular scaffolds are also being developed. This category
of stents disappears after treating diseased blood vessels by creating a thin and all-natural
cell layer inside the artery [24]. In this second-and third-generation drug-eluting stent era,
a large body of evidence has demonstrated a significant improvement in coronary stent
safety and efficacy in most clinical situations [25]. However, the bare-metal stent (BMS) still
remains an option for percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Particularly for patients
who cannot complete the recommended duration of dual antiplatelet therapy because of
noncompliance, the avoidance of cardiac surgery, or increased risk for bleeding, especially if
the accused lesion is present in large coronary vessels, PCI is recommended. It is suggested
for patients who are at high risk of bleeding that the duration of dual antiplatelet therapy
be reduced to a minimum of one month with BMS placement or three months with a drug-
eluting stent [26]. These first-generation BMS are considered most effective in preventing
acute occlusion and reducing late restenosis, and 20% of patients in the USA and 19.6%
of patients in Australia are treated with BMS implantation every year [12,13,27–29]. Over
the past 40 years, research and clinical trials in this regard have resulted in different stent
designs comprising diverse materials include metals, metal alloys, platinum, polymer,
plastics, coated or uncoated in balloon-expandable and self-expandable forms.

Depending on the appropriate choice of a stent depends on the patient’s symptoms—
the local deposition of plaque, fatty substances, and the potential side effects [12,18,30,31].
During the last decade, the quantity and quality of life of patients suffering from heart
attacks due to arterial blockages have improved immensely through stent implantation
interventions, which are a suitable replacement for surgery. However, there are still
patients suffering from stent failure, thrombosis, or restenosis. The inefficiency of stent
designs is causing the high failure rate of arterial stenting [27,32–36]. Thus, stents still have
significant research potential for optimization despite being used clinically for decades.
Stent optimization can be accomplished based on the design, choice of materials, fabrication
method, surface functionalization, and implantation procedure [37].

Since the mechanical behaviors of the stent are of critical importance for efficient
functional recovery of blood vessels, auxetic designs have recently been proposed for
mechanically tunable stents [38–42] to enhance the radial expansion ability while reducing
the axial expansion [43–46]. Briefly, compared to most conventional materials, auxetics
are mechanical metamaterials artificially designed to exhibit negative Poisson’s ratios that
contract in transverse directions upon being compressed uniaxially. Auxetics presents
enhanced mechanical properties such as indentation resistance, fracture toughness, and
shear stiffness, which greatly facilitate a range of applications, including biomedical appli-
cations [47–50]. Different auxetic designs, including chiral, rigid node rotational, re-entrant,
and elastic instability for stent designs, have been presented a potential for optimization
between strut thickness, mechanical capacity, and deformation ability [38–40,51–59]. Stud-
ies also consider that arterial endothelium subjected to both wall shear stresses and a cyclic
circumferential strain due to pulsatile blood flow exhibits concurrent axial and transverse
expansion (contraction) similarly to an auxetic structure [59]. Thus, an auxetic stent could
likely better integrate with native tissues. In this regard, plastic and polymer auxetic stents
were evaluated mechanically, numerically, and analytically [32,33,60,61]. To the authors’
knowledge, bare metal auxetic design stents for mechanical performance have not been
studied in the literature. Thus, in our paper, we have presented a 316 L stainless steel stent
with an auxetic cell geometry fabricated with high precision femtosecond micromachining
and laser welding. Stents are a permanent implants and according, they experience various
mechanical loadings such as bending, longitudinal compression, buckling, and torsion on
the implantation site either in delivery or implantation (Figure 1) from the pulsation of the
heart or body movement or pressures of the surrounding vessels and blood flow [8,62–67].
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Thus, here we performed analysis of the mechanical capacity of the stent under mechani-
cal loadings (Figure 1) combined with in vitro mechanical/finite element analysis (FEA)
to understand the performance of this design. The novelty of the paper not just lies in
studying extensive mechanical loadings representing realistic conditions, but also in the
production methodology of the stent produced from stainless steel sheets by femtosecond
laser cutting. This combination brings different mechanical aspects compared to the auxetic
structures studied in the literature. Some of the mechanical issues such as stability of struts
were already discussed in the author’s previous work for auxetic plates [51], but this work
extends these discussions for the tube form. Mechanical evaluations are conducted for
both experimental and FE simulations to verify the assumptions in mechanical modeling
in simulations. This study focused on evaluating the mechanical potential of cylindrical
auxetic stent design, which was modeled and analyzed in the cylindrical state as the final
shape produced by laser cutting and welding, and was not crimped nor expanded, which
should be noted.
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Figure 1. Challenges with mechanical properties of stents: longitudinal compression, bending, radial
compression and torsion.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Production of the Stents

In this study, stents were produced in two stages: First, 316 L (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) stainless steel sheets with 100 µm thickness were cut by femtosecond laser using
a cut-out geometry. In the second step, tailored plates were rolled into a cylinder and laser
spot welded at the joining line. For cut-out geometry, an optimized unit-cell geometry was
determined based on previous work by Lekesiz et al. (2017) in [51], shown in Figure 2a.
Here, the dimensions were: height of vertical rib (H) is 0.69 mm; the length of diagonal
rib (L) 0.56 mm; the angle between vertical and diagonal ribs (θ) 66.35 degrees and rib
thickness (t) 0.1 mm. These dimensions were determined to prevent out-of-plane buckling
of struts and provide sufficient radial and longitudinal stiffness. After preparing unit-cell
geometry in SolidWorks design software, Victoria, Canada, (Figure 2a), the geometrical
pattern was machined on stainless steel 316 L sheets (Figure 2b) using femtosecond laser
cut-out. Tailoring the auxetic design was made by using a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser
with 1 kHz repetition rate, 120 vfs pulse duration, and 800 nm central wavelength. The laser
beam was directed into a microscope, and then it was focused by 20× objective lenses with
0.42 numerical aperture (Mitutoyo, Victoria, Canada). The beam diameter was reduced to
3 mm using an iris diaphragm to achieve a thin cut-out. Turning on and off the laser beam
was made possible by a computer-controlled electronic shutter. The final micromachined
width and length of the plates were 15 mm and 20 mm, respectively. These plates were
rolled and then were laser welded to fabricate the stent (Figure 2c). Thus, the diameter of
the produced stents was approximately 5 mm (4.77 mm), the length is 20 mm.
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Figure 2. (a) Unit-cell structure for re-entrant geometry; (b) repeating unit-cell pattern femtosecond
micromachined laser-cut stainless-steel metal plate; and (c) fabricated laser-welded auxetic stent.

2.2. Mechanical Testings

Since stents undergo various combined loadings during both insertion and in-service
conditions, loadings, including three-point bending, torsion, longitudinal buckling, and ra-
dial expansion, were tested with a Shimadzu universal tester with 1 kN maximum capacity
in Bursa Technical University’s mechanical engineering laboratories using procedures as
explained below.

2.2.1. Three-Point Bending

As shown in Figure 3a, three samples were tested under three-point bending condi-
tions with a 12 mm span between 4 mm-diameter supporting pins and a 10 mm-diameter
loading pin located in the middle of the sample., Force-displacement values, linear, nonlin-
ear behaviors, flexibility on the linear region were plotted and evaluated graphically by
applying a cross-head speed of 3 mm/min and force-displacement values saved for every
0.02 s. The test recorded on video and deformed shape and points on force-displacement
graphs coincided for proper mechanical evaluation. The test was terminated when an
almost complete fold was observed around 6.8 mm.
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2.2.2. Radial Strength

Three stents were compressed between two compression plates (Figure 3c) for radial
strength testing. The specimen was placed laterally on the bottom plate. The cross-head
speed of 3 mm/min (50 µm/s) for the upper plate was selected to avoid any dynamic
effect and to create quasistatic conditions. The test was performed and continued until
the stent became completely folded and total displacement reached 4.5 mm. Saved force
and displacement values at every 0.02 s were depicted in force-displacement graphs to
quantify physical changes during lateral compression. A similar method was employed for
a longitudinal buckling until displacement reached 5 mm, by placing the specimen on the
bottom plate vertically.

2.2.3. Torsion

For torsional loading, a custom-made apparatus consisting of a frame, torque sensor
and fixators was designed as shown in Figure 3d. The main idea of the design was to hold
the torque measurement sensor and fixators in a straight direction to apply torque on the
axis of the stent. To measure rotation, an angleCrane®, Bursa, Turkey torque measurement
sensor with 1% accuracy was used. With a moment arm attached to the torque sensor
(Figure 3d), two stent specimens were twisted manually up to 200 degrees of rotation.
Three millimeters of both ends of the stents were fixed to the torsional shafts using setting
screws. With the help of a digital display attached to the sensor we took measurements.
Values for torque and rotation angle captured simultaneously with a high-resolution camera
(Canon® 5D Mark III, Bursa, Turkey). Deformations up to a point where cylindricality
remained apparent, and complete irreversible warping of the stent were recorded. Torque
versus twisting angles for both specimens were plotted on a graph to evaluate stages of
deformation and failure.

2.2.4. Radial Expansion Testing

A balloon-catheter procedure was employed using the devices used in actual op-
erations under in vitro conditions for radial expansion analysis. Pressure values were
measured by pressure valve, while stent diameter and length changes were measured using
a high-resolution camera (Canon® 5D Mark III) placed and fixed on a top angle. A length
scale was taped near the stent and used as a reference for diameter and length measure-
ments (Figure 3e). The pictures for the pressure valve and the stent were taken every second
throughout the test to depict the pressure values versus stent diameter values and stent
length values using image processing to characterize the auxetic stent radial expansion
behavior. Tests terminated automatically when the pressure balloon was inflated.

2.3. Finite Element Analysis-Simulations

The simulations were conducted with finite element analysis (FEA) for the above-
mentioned mechanical tests except for balloon expansion. The stent design (Figure 2c)
created using SolidWorks®, Bursa, Turkey was exported to HyperMesh®, Bursa, Turkey for
meshing. A quad-shape shell mesh with 100-micron thickness was defined, dividing each
cell wall of the stent into two elements. In their previous work, Lekesiz et al. [51] demon-
strated mesh convergence, and a comparison between tests and simulations for tensile
testing validated that two-element over thickness provides high accuracy. Since the auxetic
stent displayed a highly deformable structure and strain hardening, damaging, and failure
stages involve material nonlinearities, implicit analysis was executed running simulations
using RADIOSS®, Bursa, Turkey solver accompanied by HyperMesh. Tabulated piecewise
linear and quadratic elastoplastic law (Law 36 in RADIOSS, Bursa, Turkey) for material
and failure modeling and stress-strain data from tensile testing of the base material (316 L
stainless steel strips) [51] was entered into the program to identify parameters in this law.
Boundary conditions and loadings were determined based on testing conditions indicated
in the previous section. Type 7 contact (a multipurpose contact in RADIOSS) between pins
and stents was defined for the three-point bending simulations. Applying a downward
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imposed velocity of 3 mm/min to the top cylinders’ center analysis was conducted to
the point where the loading pin touches supporting pins. Fixing one edge of the stent in
all directions, then applying an imposed twist with 0.05 rad/s velocity to the other edge,
torsion simulations were run. For longitudinal buckling and lateral compression, a rigid
plate was modeled and placed flat on the top surface of the stent, and setting the bottom
of the stent fixed in all directions, and imposed velocity of 3 mm/min defined for the
rigid plate.

3. Results

Mechanical Testing: Displacement-force curves for longitudinal/lateral compression,
three-point bending, longitudinal buckling, angle of twist versus torque curves for torsion,
pressure versus diameter, and length for radial expansion are provided in Figure 4a–f.
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3.1. Three-Point Bending

Force-displacement curves for all three specimens of auxetic stents under three-point
bending in Figure 4a present a nonlinear behavior under bending loading. Two curves for
specimens 2 and 3 match closely, while the curve for specimen 1 deviates with approxi-
mately 30% lower strength. However, all samples show a similar trend with a relatively stiff
behavior for the first 0.5 mm displacement then softer afterwards and high stiffness again
after 6 mm displacement where the stent completely folded and loading pin level coincides
with the supporting pins. There was no any warping or wrinkling observed in the structure.
Subsequently, the auxetic stent took the shape of a loading pin, whereas the portion outside
the supporting span remained circular. That behavior is different from regular tubular
structures without an auxetic pattern. Auxetic plates have shown a dome shape under
bending loading [43], and a similar tendency occurred in auxetic stents following complete
folding. Because of this property, the stent remained open during the bending test.
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3.2. Torsion

Figure 4b shows the torque as a function of the angle of twist. Two tested specimens
demonstrated a similar trend in which torque increases sharply up to 14◦ and continually
increased at a much lower rate. This lower stiffness could be due to the plastic deformation
of cells where re-entrant structures become rectangles after exceeding a limited torque
value. Specimen 1 had a slightly higher stiffness compared to specimen 2. Cross-sections
remain circular up to 90◦, and distortion started afterward. However, this distortion did
not result in a contraction in cross-section, but it appeared as expansion. This property
stems from the auxetic structure of the stent. For angles greater than 160◦ in specimen 2, the
stent showed warping, and torque started decreasing because auxetic property vanished,
and the stent demonstrated similar behavior to nonauxetic tubular structures.

3.3. Radial Expansion/Catheter Testing

As shown in Figure 4c and 4d, both the expansion in radius and extension in length
were depicted as a function of balloon pressure, respectively. Expansion in radius is related
to pressure (r2 = 0.971) nonlinearly, while extension in length is linear (r2 = 0.987). It is clear
that as the maximum pressure is applied, the diameter increases from 5 mm to 5.57 mm,
and the length increases up to 23.8 mm from an original length of 20.7 mm as the pressure
reaches 30 bar. Thus, it appears that the auxetic stent undergoes an increase in both radius
and length that stems from the re-entrant structure compared to regular tubular structures.

3.4. Longitudinal/Lateral Compression

The force-displacement response of the stents under longitudinal buckling for three
specimens presented in Figure 4e showed a close match for force values, while the location
of local buckling differed. The force value increased up to 0.7 mm deflection for all
specimens after this displacement, the force value dropped significantly, and the stent lost
its stability because of local buckling effects. Auxetic stents locally collapsed; however,
they kept their structure on to the buckling side, which allowed the auxetic stent to keep
its opening rather than a completely collapse. The force-displacement graph for three
specimens tested under lateral compression in Figure 4f showed a nonlinear behavior in the
same trend. A monotonically decreasing parabolic force-displacement curve was observed
for the first 0.5 mm deflection, while a monotonically increasing curvilinear behavior with
much less stiffness up to 4 mm deflection was detected. As the stent was almost completely
folded, stiffness increased and became steep for deflections larger than 4 mm.

When all four loadings described above are evaluated together, a common trend for
force-displacement (or torque-angle) is that the stent shows stiffness for the initial stages of
loading up to a point where plastic deformations emerge, and stiffness decreases following
plastic deformations. Then, after an extended plastic deformation stage, the stent loses
its stability at some point and becomes collapsed. Auxetic re-entrant structure of stents
brings the advantage of sustaining functionality longer even though stent suffers from an
elongated plastic deformation.

3.5. Finite Element Analysis

Von-Misses stress distributions of the deformed final state of the auxetic stent under
three-point bending, 60◦ of twist, 160◦ of twist, and buckling, are shown in Figure 5a–d.
Von-Misses stress distribution of auxetic stent under three-point bending given in Figure 5a
shows the final stage where the loading pin almost touches to supporting pins. As the
loading pin moved downward, Von-Misses stress intensified around the top part of the stent
symmetrically right under the loading pin. Interestingly, there was almost no compressive
stress region on the stent. The bottom side of the stent deformed, and the stent width
expanded in the folded form. The deformed state predicted by FEA agrees perfectly with
the direct mechanical three-point bending test results, the stent in the final stage expanded
in width, and an inside opening was preserved even in the folded state.
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Von-Misses stress distributions for 60◦ and 160◦ twisting, shown in Figure 5b,c respec-
tively, show maximum Von-Misses stress value remained almost constant with a slight
fluctuation around 350 MPa, which confirms that the auxetic stent undergoes plastic de-
formation at approximately 14◦ of the angles of twist and stress redistributed as the large
deformations took place in the structure. Initially, the circular structure remained circular
while the re-entrant cell structure opened and became rectangles around the edges of the
stent. Then, the warping of the structure and local contractions were evident throughout the
stent for 60◦ of rotation. These results match well with direct mechanical torsion test results
where an enlargement takes place in-stent for a 160◦ angle of rotation. However, a local
narrowing was not evident in the FEA torsion test, which may stem from the difference in
boundary conditions: in the actual mechanical test, 3 mm at the edges was fixed while for
simulations there were edge circles.

Von-Misses stress distributions of the auxetic stent in response to longitudinal com-
pression in Figure 5d show that stress increased as the stent folded and reached the ultimate
stress of the base material (785 MPa). Stress became concentrated around the buckling
region as the stent deformed further. Buckling started after approximately 0.66 mm dis-
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placement as determined from direct mechanical tests and simulations also resulted in
unstable deformation after 0.6 mm deflection of the upper plate. After 4 mm deflection,
simulations predicted a failure where the stent loses unity of shape. A much narrower
cross-section for the simulation was observed compared to the mechanical buckling test.

4. Discussion

The primary aim of this study was to show the potential of auxetic structure as a
bare-metal stent. Mechanical evaluation of polymer/plastic auxetic stents is available in
the literature [32,33,61,62]; however, the auxetic bare-metal stent produced by femtosec-
ond micromachining has not been studied for in vitro mechanical and FEA simulations
under mechanical loading. In this study, there was a good agreement observed between
simulations and mechanical experiments under the different loading conditions.

In vitro mechanical testing for three-point bending significantly delayed loss of stent
function because the passage of the stent never contracts, and the auxetic stent never
develops sharp corners under bending, which may reduce concerns regarding artery
damage. The stent did not break for a very prolonged deformation (Figure 6a), which
stems from the re-entrant geometrical structure of the auxetic stent. Furthermore, the
loading indenter interacts with its upper side, and it warps the loading indenter first while
the bottom part of the stent starts bulging (Figure 6a). Due to nonlinear behavior, there
was no stiffness value generated from the load-displacement curve. Thus, the auxetic
stent becomes folded with a synclastic deformation and was never fully obstructed under
three-point bending. For torsion, both torque and stress values in simulations show a steep
increase, up to approximately 14◦, no warping up to 45◦, and this linear behavior, followed
by a curve with much lower stiffness. Under torque-twist angle behavior, the auxetic stent
also shows radial expansion, which presents an advantage of keeping the stent channel
opened. There was a notable expansion in the cross-section in the auxetic stent, which is an
indication of flexibility without yielding. For a high level of twisting angles up to 180, the
auxetic stent brings an exceptional advantage by ensuring an opening preserved for the
blood flow without obstruction (Figure 6b). Simulations match very well with the behavior
of auxetic stents observed in direct mechanical tests for torsional loading. For longitudinal
compression, the auxetic stent starts buckling under 0.6 mm displacement where buckling
may occur either at the edges or around the middle of the stent, and the auxetic stent folds
towards the inside, which can avoid artery damage. Simulations and direct mechanical
results match well in predicting the point of buckling in the auxetic stent. It occurs almost at
5% compression, in the form of folding with a narrowed cross-section instead of in the form
of bulging that can damage arteries (Figure 6c). Under lateral compression, the auxetic stent
becomes almost completely folded towards the inside, and the diameter becomes smaller
and avoids artery damage (Figure 6d). The auxetic stent can expand stably approximately
10% from its crimped form while showing longitudinal elongation. The current design
of the stent can be a good alternative for arteries with a diameter around 5 mm, and it
brings the advantage of keeping the blood vessel open with a stent implanted even for
large deformations. The auxetic design brings the potentials of adjusting required stiffness
by varying unit-cell dimensions without wrecking the deformation mechanism.

However, the auxetic stent produced for this study has laser welding points, and they
are prone to fail under radial expansion. One of the specimens tested under balloon expan-
sion showed more augmentation at one edge because of the failure of one of the welding
points. Thus, laser welding points require specific attention because they may be prone
to extreme pressure conditions. In this study, the fabricated auxetic stent specimens were
only utilized for in vitro analysis under mechanical loadings, but not for in vivo animal
models or clinically. Though the diameter of the fabricated auxetic stent is approximate,
5 mm (4.77 mm) is not fit for the coronary artery. Nonetheless, this auxetic stent design
(re-entrant geometry) can be potentially extended for coronary artery stents.
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5. Conclusions

Stents experience repetitive deformations due to the patient’s routine activities, which
may lead to failure. The bare-metal auxetic stent design evaluated in our study for mechan-
ical behavior may improve longitudinal contraction, radial strength, and stent migration,
and therefore may be a good candidate for clinical applications. However, although there
are various in vitro studies on auxetic stents described in the literature, in vivo animal
studies or clinical experiments on the biocompatibilities of these stents have still not been
performed yet. Therefore, further studies are needed to understand the benefits of aux-
etic stents.
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